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Abstract
This research is motivated by the existence of the phenomenon related with the problem of moral quality of students who are associated with learning, the lack of ability of learners in creativity. This study aims to develop a learning model with BMB-3 transformative strategy in the learning process at Junior High School in Padang City. This research is a model development research using ADDIE pattern. The location of this research is conducted in three junior high schools, public and private schools in Padang city, namely SMP Negeri 1 (accredited A), SMP 32 (accredited B), and SMP Angkasa Padang (accredited C), each class VIII. The instrument used in the form of the questionnaire, and data analysis is done quantitatively and qualitatively. Based on the results of research that has been done found the application of transformative strategy-BMB3 effectively used to improve the learning process.
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Introduction
Today the quality of learning issues become a very important issue in the world of education in Indonesia (Sudarsana, 2016). Such conditions are identified through various problems such as an adolescent brawl (Alhamri & FAKHRURROZI, 2012); (Aprilia & Indrajati, 2014); (Pudjiastuti, 2010); (Tarigan & Siregar, 2013); (Rahmania & Suminar, 2012);(Oesman, 2012), drug problems (Iswanti, Suhartini, & Supriyadi, 2010); (Menthan, 2013); (T. Santoso & Silalahi, 2012), free sex (Cynthia, 2011);(Aini, 2011);(Magdalena, 2010), moral decline and lack of respect for students to parents and teachers in the majority of schools and communities (F. A. Santoso, 2014).

The phenomenon within the field has not seen any influence of learning outcomes that achievement can ensure changes in student attitudes are expected. The application of learning model using transformative strategies is expected to be applied in the learning process to improve the quality of learning in school (Sanjaya, 2016). The study was conducted on three subjects, Bahasa Indonesia, PKN and IPA. This is done because the researchers see the process of learning, especially the strategy used by teachers, so for each lesson does not become obstacles to be distinguished by type of lesson, because it does not reduce the content of the subject matter taught so far, so that any lesson will be possible and applicable. The emphasis is on how the ability of an educator to be able to prepare themselves in planning the learning, ranging from making RPP to implement the learning
processes itself, according to the material of each meeting upon the subject and then includes elements of responsible learning strategies in the implementation.

Learners also need the touch of a professional teacher (Wijaya, 2012; (Rusilowati, Hartono, & Supriyadi, 2012), interest and exemplary in the learning process. Based on the above discussion how important the meaning of education that is designed and implemented systematically conducted by an educator. This must be realized comprehensively the linkage of several supporting elements with each other, to achieve the expected learning objectives, so that the realization of a complete education by developing the three capabilities of learners in the form of cognitive, affective and psychomotor. As illustrated below.
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A number of approaches and classifications of education put forward by experts are trying to summarize the various components that drive human behavior. In a cognitive moral approach, for example, it is taught by providing insight, knowledge, and understanding of moral teachings that are expected to produce good behavior. In social behavior approaches, education is taught through the regulation of behavior in social relationships in everyday life. According to Wena, the use of strategies in learning is necessary because it can simplify the learning process to achieve optimal results because it implements contextual learning (Wena, 2009). Elaine B. Johnson said that when students can relate the content of academic subjects, such as language, PKN, IPA, and others, with their own experience, they find meaning, and the meaning gives them a reason to learn (Johnson, 2002).

Furthermore, according to Dollarhide T. Collette on teaching strategy and lesson planning, an effective classroom set up on awards, both personal and intellectual, personal appreciation has been presented in respect of everyone (Dollarhide, Gibson, & Saginak, 2008). Selection of schools based on accreditation such as SMPN 1 accreditation A, SMPN 32 with accreditation B while SMP Angkasa accreditation C, so it is considered to represent junior high schools in the city of Padang. Furthermore, in relation with the learning process, in addition to teachers, and counselors, education requires a strategy in the implementation of the learning process, for which researchers try to implement BMB3 strategy that includes the implementation of responsible strategies. This strategy is important to improve understanding and mastery of the material on learners. The purposes of this research are: 1) the development of a learning model that enables learners responsibly by using existing materials; 2) the model's training and practice intended by the teacher; 3) the intended model is considered feasible to be used by potential users and related parties. This study is expected to improve the quality of learners with optimal results as we expect.
Method

This research is included within the type of research application is part of (research and development), which is a systematic exercise by combining between basic research and applied research, which aims to find solutions or create something better and find science. This research is for the development as a model of giving BMB3 strategies by the teacher for the subjects that are his responsibility, in this case the subjects of Bahasa Indonesia, PKN, IPA and Guidance and Counseling.

This series of model development activities uses the “ADDIE” Model Theory approach, which includes the development stages of Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (Dick & Carey, 1996); (Molenda, 2003). Incorrect models need to be revised to meet standards as a powerful learning model for achieving educational goals.

Results and Discussion

The results showed after the development of the model found that the effectiveness of the implementation of the transformative strategy described in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMPN 1 Padang</td>
<td>Indonesia Language</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>27.06</td>
<td>91.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Science</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>27.41</td>
<td>85.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civic education</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>24.71</td>
<td>95.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMPN 32 Padang</td>
<td>Indonesia Language</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>30.59</td>
<td>83.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Science</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>86.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civic education</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>89.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP Angkasa Lanud Padang</td>
<td>Indonesia Language</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>90.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Science</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>89.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civic education</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>88.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information:

A : Percentage improvement between before and after implementation of BMB3 learning strategy to learners
B : Percentage increase between before and after implementation of BMB3 learning strategy by a teacher
C : Percentage of implementation of BMB3 learning strategy in teacher by the observer.

In order to see the results of the implementation of the BMB3-Transformative Strategy in the learner, before and after the implementation of this strategy, an analysis of the questionnaire was obtained, achieving an average increase of 8% for all subjects in three schools. To see the result of the implementation of Transformative-BMB3 strategy to Teachers, before and after the execution of the strategy is done the analysis of the questionnaire dispersion, achieved an average increase achievement of 27%. Meanwhile, the observer’s evaluation of teachers in the implementation of BMB3 Transformative strategy reached 87% compared to before the training implementation using BMB3-transformative strategy.

Based on the comparison of achievement results from the implementation of the new model, it is seen that the learning process using Transformative-BMB3 strategy tends to be better or more ideal in its implementation, before and after being given assessment and analyzed to see the effectiveness of using this strategy in the classroom with limited test in three schools different and three subjects. From the results of field observation also seen a change in attitude and activities of students who tend
to be more excited and interested in the learning process so that the results of learning tend to increase.

**Discussion**

*The Nature of Education*

Education is an independent and universal science. By following the study and systematic description. Educational science contains in it components of ontology, epistemologies, and axiology. According to Prayitno, these three components form an independent and universal science (Prayitno & Khaidir, 2011). Learning is a process that takes place within a person, which gives birth to thinking and takes place through the experience and action power over the environment in which he is located so that there is a change of behavior that is positive or better than before.

*Learners*

Understanding the learner is any person who receives influence from a person or group of people who run educational activities. While the special understanding is the immature person submitted to the responsibility of the educator.

*Educators*

Educator in the Provisions of The Law of the National Education System Number 20 of 2003 Articles 1 is a qualified teaching force as teachers, lecturers, counselors, tutors, widyaswara, tutors, instructors, facilitators and other designations in accordance with the specificity, and participate in the implementation of education (Indonesia, 2003). Furthermore, Chapter XI of article 39 also mentions that educators are professionals in command of planning and implementing the learning process, assessing learning outcomes, conducting mentoring and training, and community service. Effective teachers can be realized with a good understanding of learners, both an understanding of their potential and individual differences. According to Elliott N Stephen et al that the potential and diverse cultural backgrounds of the various students should be the teacher’s concern in fostering harmonious social interaction so that the learning process becomes effective (Elliott & Travers, 1996). Educators must also realize meaningful learning for learners, because according to Novak (1986) the higher the learning process aims to meaningful learning. Then the independence of learners will be higher.

*Educational Objectives*

In the National Education System Act (SISDIKNAS) no. 20 Year 2003 Articles 2 and 3 reads (Indonesia, 2003): national Education based on Pancasila and the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia 1945. National Education functions to develop the ability and from the character and civilization of dignified nation in order to educate the nation. Thinking, Being, Acting, and Responsible (BMB3) Strategy.

1. Dimension BMB3

BMB3 is the dynamics that exist in the human self who God has given us, even need to be developed so that the energy of intelligent character can be realized. From the study of human life daily we can know the five dynamics of life that is: thinking, feeling, behaving, acting, and responsible.

The connection between intelligent characters with BMB3 is actually interesting. Apparently, no human life is not filled with demands of intelligent character and BMB3. Along with that for human life to be developed then the conditions of the realization of intelligent character and dynamics BMB3 must be sure. If the condition of the intelligent character and BMB3 is low, it can be ascertained that the life of such a human group is less advanced, and vice versa. As the name of dynamics of course, BMB3 appears first, and intelligent character is the BMB3 content. Without the dynamics of a content will not be realized. Without contents, dynamics can run even if not content
or void. Thus BMB3 dynamics is the earliest and most basic "sign of life." Without BMB3, there will be no sign of life, even if life becomes frozen, stagnant, and zero.

2. Transformative Learning Strategy and BMB3

Through the process of learning, the task of educators not just transfers or transplant the subject matter to the learners, but rather change or transform themselves from the original condition to the new conditions through the discussion of learning materials. If only the transactional process (transplanting) is used, the learning material may indeed reach the learners but is feared less useful to them. Alternatively, at least, it just becomes a matter of memorization without meaning. Conversely through the process of transformative (change) educators deliberately change themselves learners in accordance with the purpose of education / learning using the learning materials in question. By using BMB3 dynamics, the learners’ self is transformed from the initial state to the new condition, in accordance with the meaning of the definition and the learning dimension.

Based on this case can be taken the example as follows: On PKN subjects with the material of State Governance RI. For educator-guided practices it is always oriented to the BMB3 strategy which begins with the educator's explanation of the subject and then proceeds by activating learners through how they think according to the material described at the meeting and linking it with the educational goals of spiritual, religious, personality and so on, as well as the second BMB3 that is felt again associated with the purpose of the six fruit until finally the material delivered is always associated with all elements BMB3 and also the six objectives of education contained in the Act have been outlined. Thus, the importance of learners’ activities and the creativity of educators to be able to carry out the learning process with the atmosphere and the learning process becomes real and there is a close relationship between the materials, strategies and educational goals that must be implemented through the learning process.

Slightly different for its application in counseling service, where for subject matter for field of study done by using an information service by a teacher of BK by raising selected topic, for example, about juvenile delinquency, or school discipline whose execution keeps using BMB3 strategy and oriented with the educational purpose. The process was sequential as due by teachers from the field of study.

The learning condition for the application of the strategy can be described as follows:
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Information:

- BMB3: Thinking, Feeling, Being, Acting, Responsible
- Lesson Material: in accordance with subject matter material
- Educational Objectives:
1. Religious Spiritual Power
2. Self-Control
3. Personality
4. Inteligence
5. Your Majesties

Conclusion
Transformative Strategy-BMB3 it could improve the effectiveness of learning held by teachers and followed by students who become respondents / sample research. This study has resulted in a learning model that enables BMB3 students for science, civics, and Indonesian lessons in the form as a learning model with Transformative Strategy-BMB3. As for through the preparation of a more targeted RPP. This new strategy is more effective and useful in enabling students to follow the learning process than the learning strategies held by teachers at previous times. Through training of teachers and to make RPP and its implementation based on Transformative-BMB3 strategy in applying classroom learning process. The quality into the learning process will increase.
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